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Abstract: Although solitary confinement is conventionally challenged under the “cruel and unusual” standard of the Eighth Amendment, this approach presents several intractable legal hurdles to successful claims. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101 et seq., and its precursor, the Rehabilitation Act, provide innovative and non-constitutional causes of action for inmates with mental illness¹ to challenge their solitary confinement. It is estimated that at least thirty percent of inmates in solitary confinement are mentally ill, a high percentage that is due to both the disproportionate number of mentally ill inmates who are isolated from the general prison population as well as the negative psychological impacts of this isolation.

Under Title II, Section 12132 of the ADA, prisoners with mental illness cannot “be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.” As recognized by U.S. Supreme Court precedent and interpreted by the Department of Justice,


² The author previously worked on conditions of incarceration on a Fulbright grant in the Philippines and as an intern for the American Civil Liberties Union of the Nation’s Capitol, the American Civil Liberties Union of Washington, and Columbia Legal Services’ Institutions Project.

¹ A note on word choice: this Comment uses “inmates/prisoners with mental illness” and “mentally ill inmates/prisoners” interchangeably. The latter term may appear to contradict the conventions of “people-first language,” which encourages placing the person-noun first, e.g. “person with a mental illness,” to accentuate the humanity and decrease the stigmatizing disability. See, e.g., John Folkins, Resource on Person-First Language: The Language Used to Describe Individuals with Disabilities, AM. SPEECH-LANGUAGE HEARING ASS’N (1992), available at http://www.asha.org/publications/journals/submissions/person_first.htm; cf. Stephen A. Rosenbaum, Aligning or Maligning? Getting Inside a New IDEA, Getting Behind No Child Left Behind and Getting Outside of It All, 15 HASTINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 1, 4 n.14 (2004) (“[T]he verdict is not yet in whether ‘disabled person’ is acceptable in lieu of a ‘people first’ term like ‘person with a disability.’ Some crip activists and academics actually choose what might be called ‘disability first’ nomenclature as an act of defiance or pride or as a matter of mere habit.” (internal citations omitted)). However, because identifying an individual as an inmate can also be considered stigmatizing, I have chosen to use these descriptors interchangeably.
the ADA protects mentally ill inmates from discrimination on the basis of their disability. This Comment will argue that prison facilities discriminate under the ADA when they (1) isolate mentally ill inmates on the basis of their disability, (2) prolong inmates’ solitary confinement due to their preexisting or manifesting mental illness, or (3) fail to provide access to aids, benefits, or services to inmates with mental illness who need to be isolated for safety reasons.

INTRODUCTION

In 1996, Sam Mandez was sentenced to life in prison in Colorado for a murder he allegedly committed at the age of fourteen. Charged as an adult, Mandez was convicted after a highly controversial trial. Several jurors later expressed belief in Mandez’s innocence. Shortly after beginning his prison sentence, Mandez was placed in solitary confinement for non-violent, minor violations of the prison rules: making a three-way phone call and trying to open a locked bathroom door.

When he entered solitary confinement, Mandez was by all accounts a mentally healthy nineteen-year-old. Today, after sixteen years in isolation, he has been variously diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, and major depressive disorder with psychotic features. He hears a female voice that tells him to hurt himself. He believes that he joined the Green Berets at the age of twelve. He has lost twenty percent of his body weight and attempted suicide three times. Even though isolation clearly contributed to Mandez’s mental deterioration, he remained in solitary confinement for over a decade and a half because his release was contingent on “program compliance”

3. Id.
4. Id.
5. AM. CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION (ACLU) OF COLO., OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND: COLORADO’S CONTINUED WAREHOUSING OF MENTALLY ILL PRISONERS IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT 7 (2013) [hereinafter ACLU OF COLORADO] (describing Sam Mandez’s case under the pseudonym John Quinn).
7. ACLU OF COLORADO, supra note 5, at 8.
9. ACLU OF COLORADO, supra note 5, at 8.
10. See ACLU of Colo., Out of Sight, Out of Mind—The Story of Sam Mandez, VIMEO (2013), http://vimeo.com/78840078 (includes an interview at 10:55 with Dr. Terry Kupers, a psychiatrist who evaluated Sam Mandez’s case, who states: “This is a human rights abuse on the face of it. We’ve actually created the mental illness.”).
and “appropriate behavior.” Because Mandez’s mental illness prevented him from conforming his behavior, he continued to be trapped in a vicious cycle that he could not escape.12

Sam Mandez’s experience is not unique. The United States incarcerates more prisoners in solitary confinement than any other country in the world—an estimated 80,000 prisoners nationwide.13 This extreme form of isolation often lasts for years and sometimes decades.14 In Texas and California, which have the largest prison populations in the country,15 the average solitary confinement terms are roughly four and seven years, respectively.16 By contrast, the United Kingdom confines just 500 prisoners in isolation, and only for limited periods of time.17

11. Cohen, supra note 2 (internal quotations and citations omitted).

12. Mandez was eventually released from solitary confinement (or “administrative segregation,” or “ad seg”) in 2013, ostensibly due to the efforts of his attorneys at the ACLU of Colorado. He has since been moved to a “residential treatment program” within the correctional system, which his attorney, Rebecca Wallace, describes as “ad seg by another name.” However, due to recent legislative changes in Colorado as well as reformist leadership at the Colorado Department of Corrections, Mandez is now allowed twenty hours of out-of-cell time a week and is receiving treatment. Despite these advancements, Mandez remains severely mentally ill, which his attorneys attribute to the many years he spent in solitary confinement. See E-mail from Rebecca Wallace, Staff Attorney at the ACLU of Colo. (Feb. 19, 2015, 12:49 PST) (on file with Washington Law Review).


16. FAQ, SOLITARY WATCH: NEWS FROM A NATION IN LOCKDOWN, http://solitarywatch.com/facts/faq/ (last visited Apr. 20, 2015) (listing the average solitary confinement terms in Texas as “more than 4 years” and in California as 6.8 years).

17. The United Kingdom utilizes several forms of isolation for various reasons, including discipline and protection. See generally U.K. MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, PRISON SERVICE ORDER 1700, at 16 (Jul. 31, 2009), available at http://www.justice.gov.uk/offenders/psos (labeled “1700 – segregation (Zip 3mb)”) [hereinafter PRISON SERVICE ORDER 1700]. If an adult inmate over the age of twenty-one is found guilty of an offense, they can be placed in “cellular confinement” for up to twenty-one days. “Young adults,” defined as those inmates between the ages of eighteen and twenty, can only be segregated for a maximum of ten days. Id. at 21; see also Young Adult Offenders, JUST. (Feb. 25, 2012), https://www.justice.gov.uk/offenders/types-of-offender/young-adult-offenders. Youth under the age of eighteen are not subject to solitary confinement. PRISON SERVICE ORDER 1700, supra, at 21. “Violent or refractory” prisoners can also be isolated in “special accommodation” for safety—not punitive—purposes. Id. at 44. With this form of isolation, “[e]very effort must be made to keep the time a prisoner is held in Special Accommodation to a minimum, i.e. minutes rather than hours or days.” Id. at 47; see also Elisa Mosler, SOLITARY CONFINEMENT in Great Britain: Still Harsh, But Rare, SOLITARY WATCH: NEWS FROM A NATION IN LOCKDOWN
The United States also imprisons a disproportionate number of mentally ill inmates in solitary confinement, also known as the “SHU” (security housing unit) or the “hole.” In New York State, for example, nearly one-third of the prisoners in solitary confinement have been diagnosed with either schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. Remarkably, the average solitary confinement sentence for New York inmates with mental illness is also six times longer than that of the general inmate population.

The reasons why mentally ill inmates are disproportionately held in isolation are threefold. First, those prisoners with preexisting mental illness may find it difficult to conform to prison regulations. They are therefore disparately placed in solitary confinement for disciplinary purposes or administrative reasons. Second, many prisoners who are placed in solitary confinement develop severe mental illness as a result of the extreme isolation. This latter scenario is most likely what happened to Sam Mandez. As Dr. Terry Kupers, one of the foremost psychologists on the impact of solitary confinement on mental health, explained: “I am often asked whether prisoners with serious mental illness are selectively sent to punitive segregation, or whether the harsh conditions of isolation and idleness cause psychiatric decompensation in a vulnerable sub-population of prisoners. Of course, both mechanisms are in play.”

Third and lastly, mentally ill prisoners in isolation are more likely to violate prison rules, and fail the requirements of so-called “step-down” programs, thus prolonging their solitary sentences.
confluence of these three factors has led to high rates of mentally ill inmates being confined in isolation.\textsuperscript{26} Legal challenges to prison conditions—including lawsuits challenging solitary confinement for the mentally ill—have traditionally been brought under the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishment.”\textsuperscript{27} However, constitutional protections have done little to prevent the proliferation of solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{28} Although the Supreme Court has yet to directly address whether long-term solitary confinement violates the Eighth Amendment, most federal courts that have considered the issue have held that indefinite isolation is not cruel and unusual.\textsuperscript{29}

Due to the lack of constitutional protections, some prisoners and their advocates have turned to statutory alternatives, including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and its precursor, the Rehabilitation Act (collectively referred to in this Comment as the disability rights statutes) to seek relief.\textsuperscript{30} For years, district courts dismissed these claims.\textsuperscript{31} However, in 2013 the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) made headlines when it found that the Pennsylvania State Correctional Institution at Cresson had violated the ADA by segregating mentally ill prisoners in solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{32} Because the DOJ is tasked with enforcing Title II disciplinary infractions, of any kind, can extend the length [of] time in segregation.” (internal citations omitted)); see also Hearing on Reassessing Solitary Confinement II: The Human Rights, Fiscal, and Public Safety Consequences Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Human Rights, S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 113th Cong. 7 (2014) (written testimony of Professor Laura Rovner, University of Denver Sturm College of Law) (describing how inmates with mental illness at the Colorado Department of Corrections must meet certain program requirements in order to be removed from solitary confinement, but “cannot progress in [a] linear fashion through the levels of the program precisely because of their mental disabilities”). Professor Rovner’s written testimony also noted that the former program for mentally ill inmates had a sixty-one percent failure rate. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{26} See, e.g., HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, ILL-EQUIPPED, supra note 19, at 147, 149.


\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 18 n.90 (internal citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., Glidden & Rovner, supra note 27.


\textsuperscript{32} See Letter from Thomas E. Perez, Assistant Attorney Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice & David J.
of the ADA, this finding was groundbreaking in the field of prison reform litigation, and several claims have since been filed on the basis of this legal theory. However, there are currently few, if any successful cases on record, and it remains to be seen how influential the DOJ’s recent interpretation of the ADA in the solitary confinement context will be to courts.

This Comment will explore the viability of this new and potentially powerful interpretation of the disability rights statutes and weigh its relative strengths and weaknesses against traditional Eighth Amendment claims. Additionally, this Comment will argue that prison facilities discriminate under the ADA when they (1) isolate mentally ill inmates on the basis of their disability; (2) prolong the isolation of inmates due to their mental decomposition in solitary confinement; and (3) fail to provide equal access to aids, benefits, and services to mentally ill inmates who need to be isolated due to safety considerations.

This argument will be advanced in several parts. Part I provides a brief background of the history of solitary confinement, the medical literature confirming the causal relationship between solitary confinement and mental illness, and the barriers to a successful Eighth Amendment challenge to solitary confinement. Part II describes the elements of a successful ADA or Rehabilitation Act claim, details the potential advantages and drawbacks of this approach, and provides a summary of recent and pending litigation. Part III proposes that future test cases should challenge the segregation of mentally ill prisoners and their prolonged isolation as violations of the disability rights statutes. Part III also argues that these cases should also challenge correctional facilities’ failure to provide reasonable modifications or equal access to aids, benefits, or services to inmates isolated for valid safety reasons.

---

34. See infra Part III.A.
35. See Elizabeth Alexander, “This Experiment, So Fatal”: Some Initial Thoughts on Strategic Choices in the Campaign Against Solitary Confinement, 5 U.C. IRVINE L. REV. 1, 39 (2015) (“Because of the resources and institutional prestige of the Department of Justice, if the Department pursues the potential litigation outlined in the [Cresson findings letters], that litigation could produce a potential breakthrough in the use of the ADA to protect prisoners from solitary confinement.”).
I. SOLITARY CONFINEMENT, MENTAL ILLNESS, AND THE LACK OF CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTIONS

Inmates in solitary confinement are typically housed in small cells for twenty-two to twenty-four hours a day with very limited or no access to human contact, the outdoors, or educational resources. Many of these cells are windowless, with around-the-clock fluorescent lighting, a poured concrete bed, and steel door. Inmates are allowed out of their cells for only one or two hours a day for showers or recreation. Such recreation time is spent either alone in an empty cell or in an encaged enclosure. Solitary confinement cells have been labeled “prisons within prisons.”

Solitary confinement is primarily utilized for disciplinary reasons (“disciplinary segregation”), which lasts for a set period of time, or for self-protection (“administrative segregation”), which can be indefinite.

36. See ACLU NAT’L PRISON PROJECT, supra note 13, at 2.
37. See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, ILL-EQUIPPED, supra note 19, at 146.
38. See, e.g., Grenning v. Miller-Stout, 739 F.3d 1235, 1237 (9th Cir. 2014) (describing the lighting conditions in administrative segregation unit at the Airway Heights Corrections Center in Washington State); Brandon Keim, The Horrible Psychology of Solitary Confinement, WIRED (Jul. 10, 2013, 4:10 PM), http://www.wired.com/2013/07/solitary-confinement-2/ (describing solitary confinement in “bathroom-sized cells, under fluorescent lights that never shut off”).
39. See, e.g., Hearing on Reassessing Solitary Confinement II, supra note 25, at 3 (describing the cell conditions at the federal supermax prison, the ADX, in Florence, Colorado); Tessa Murphy, Solitary Confinement is Cruel and All Too Usual. Why Is It Only Getting Worse?, THE GUARDIAN (Oct. 13, 2014, 8:45 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/oct/13/solitary-confinement-us-prisoners-rehabilitation (describing solitary confinement at the Pelican Bay Prison in California as a "small, dark cell, surrounded by nothing but three concrete walls, a dank toilet, a small sink, a thin mattress, a concrete slab and a perforated metal door that barely let any air in").
41. See Metzner & Fellner, supra note 40, at 104.
42. See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, ILL-EQUIPPED, supra note 19, at 145; SOLITARY WATCH, supra note 16. Although this Comment primarily addresses the practice of solitary confinement within the prison context, solitary confinement is practiced within jails (pre-trial detention facilities), juvenile detention facilities, and immigration detention centers. See, e.g., Ian M. Kysel, Op-Ed., End Solitary for Teenagers, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 17, 2014, at A31; Ian Urbina & Catherine Rentz, Immigrants Held in Solitary Cells, Often for Weeks, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 24, 2013, at A1.
43. See, e.g., HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, ILL-EQUIPPED supra note 19, at 145–46, 153; ACLU NAT’L PRISON PROJECT, supra note 13, at 3; METCHALF ET AL., supra note 25, at 1 (summarizing the administrative segregation policies of forty-eight state correctional systems).
Placement in solitary is not connected to the inmates’ original conviction or sentence. Rather, it is entirely within the discretion of the prison administration. The length of time an inmate spends in solitary depends on the facility and the reasons for segregation—it can last from days to months to years to decades.

As detailed in this section, solitary confinement has long been known to contribute to the mental deterioration of inmates and fell out of use by the late nineteenth century. However, solitary confinement experienced a revival in the 1980s and 1990s, when it became a nation-wide practice to isolate prisoners for the purposes of punishment and protection. This section will also describe how, despite persisting evidence that prolonged isolation negatively impacts the mental health of inmates, courts have routinely found that its use does not violate the Eighth

---


45. See, e.g., N.Y. CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, BOXED IN: THE TRUE COST OF EXTREME ISOLATION IN NEW YORK’S PRISONS 2 (2012) (finding that “[r]rections officials have enormous discretion to impose extreme isolation as a disciplinary sanction”); Norwood v. Vance, 591 F.3d 1062, 1069 (9th Cir. 2010) (“[W]hen balancing the obligation to provide for inmate and staff safety against the duty to accord inmates the rights and privileges to which they are entitled, prison officials are afforded ‘wide-ranging deference.’”); Scarver v. Litscher, 434 F.3d 972, 976 (7th Cir. 2006) (“Prison authorities must be given considerable latitude in the design of measures for controlling homicidal maniacs without exacerbating their manias beyond what is necessary for security.”).

46. ACLU NAT’L PRISON PROJECT, supra note 13, at 2; SOLITARY WATCH, supra note 16.


49. See Stuart Grassian, Psychopathological Effects of Solitary Confinement, 140 AM. J. PSYCHIATRY 1450, 1451–56 (1983) (describing the psychological impact of solitary confinement on fifteen inmates at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Walpole); Craig Haney & Mona Lynch, Regulating Prisons of the Future: A Psychological Analysis of Supermax and Solitary Confinement, 23 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 477, 530 (1997) (“[D]istinctive patterns of negative effects have emerged clearly, consistently, and unequivocally from personal accounts, descriptive studies, and systematic research on solitary and punitive segregation. The studies included in this review span a period of over three decades and were conducted in locations across several continents by researchers ranging from psychiatrists to sociologists to architects.”); Fatos Kaba et al., Solitary Confinement and Risk of Self-Harm Among Jail Inmates, 104 AM. J. OF PUB. HEALTH 442, 445–46 (2014) (demonstrating a correlation between solitary confinement and self-harm in the New York City jail system); Smith, supra note 47, at 488–93 (collecting historically, geographically, and methodologically diverse studies on the psychological impact of solitary confinement).
Amendment’s prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishment.”

A. A Brief History of Solitary Confinement

Quakers in Pennsylvania first introduced solitary confinement in the United States in the late 1700s as a social “experiment[].” The practice was intended to be a humane alternative to the physical and capital punishment that was a common feature of criminal justice at the time. Quakers believed that prolonged periods of “separation and silence” would allow prisoners to reflect upon their relationship with God, and that this would promote rehabilitation.

However, it quickly became clear that solitary confinement had the opposite effect. The implementation of solitary confinement at an Auburn, New York prison created “results so dire” that the governor set free all the “survivors” after only eighteen months. Alexis de Tocqueville, the French historian and political scientist, visited solitary confinement cells in the United States and concluded that this form of incarceration “devours the victim incessantly and unmercifully; it does not reform, it kills.” British author Charles Dickens, who was horrified by the solitary confinement cells he encountered at Philadelphia’s Cherry Hill Prison, believed solitary confinement “to be immeasurably worse than any torture of the body.” Around the same time period, some prison officials even began claiming that the lash was more humane than solitary confinement. By the 1880s, solitary confinement had fallen out of favor and was largely abandoned as a penological

50. See, e.g., Thomas v. Rosemeyer, 199 F. App’x 195, 198 (3d Cir. 2006); Scarver v. Litscher, 434 F.3d 972, 975–77 (7th Cir. 2006); Hill v. Pugh, 75 F. App’x 715, 720–21 (10th Cir. 2003); Merchant v. Hawk-Sawyer, 37 F. App’x 143, 145 (6th Cir. 2002); Moore v. Schuetzle, 486 F. Supp. 2d 969, 983 (D.N.D. 2007), aff’d as modified, 289 F. App’x 962 (8th Cir. 2008).


52. Id. at 19, 30.

53. Id. at 23.


56. See Smith, supra note 47, at 460 (quoting CHARLES DICKENS, AMERICAN NOTES 146 (1985)).

57. See Graber, supra note 51, at 27.
measure.\(^{58}\)

In 1890, the U.S. Supreme Court detailed the horrifying history of solitary confinement in the decision *In re Medley*.\(^ {59}\) James Medley, the petitioner, challenged a Colorado statute requiring solitary confinement prior to execution.\(^ {60}\) The Court ruled in his favor, finding that solitary confinement was “an additional punishment of the most important and painful character”\(^ {61}\) and therefore a violation of the Constitution’s Ex Post Facto Clause.\(^ {62}\) In support of this finding, the Court noted that solitary confinement “has a very interesting history of its own,” and went on to describe the solitary confinement conditions at the Walnut Street Penitentiary in Philadelphia in 1787 and similar prisons in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Maryland.\(^ {63}\) The Court recounted that isolated prisoners fell into a

> semi-fatuous condition, from which it was next to impossible to arouse them, and others became violently insane; others, still, committed suicide; while those who stood the ordeal better were not generally reformed, and in most cases did not recover sufficient mental activity to be of any subsequent service to the community.\(^ {64}\)

The Court also recognized that the practice of solitary confinement had been generally regarded as “too severe” some “thirty or forty years ago.”\(^ {65}\)

Although solitary confinement had fallen out of favor by the late 1800s,\(^ {66}\) a single event in 1983 revived the use of solitary confinement in the modern era: the murder of two prison guards at Marion Federal Prison in Marion, Illinois.\(^ {67}\) Following this incident, the entire prison was placed in lock-down for nearly twenty-four hours a day in what became known as the “Marion [M]odel.”\(^ {68}\)

---

59. 134 U.S. 160 (1890).
60. Id. at 162, 164.
61. Id. at 171.
62. Id. at 171–72; U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10.
63. *In re Medley*, 134 U.S. at 167–68.
64. Id. at 168.
65. Id.
of the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the time, justified the lock-downs, stating that “[t]here is no way to control a very small subset of the inmate population who show absolutely no concern for human life.”

The “Marion Model” inspired the construction of the first “supermax” (super-maximum security) prison in 1994 in Florence, Colorado. Supermax prisons are individual facilities, or sections of other facilities, that are generally designed for indefinite solitary confinement and minimal contact with guards or other prisoners. Today there are an estimated 25,000 prisoners housed in supermax prisons across forty-four states.

This increase in the use of solitary confinement also coincided with the nationwide deinstitutionalization of mental health services and an uptick in mass incarceration. The deinstitutionalization movement began in the 1960s with the aim of relocating the treatment of individuals with mental illness from mental health hospitals to community services. These community health centers were intended to be less restrictive and more humane than hospitals. As a result of deinstitutionalization, the number of mental health patients in hospitals dropped dramatically, from 559,000 patients in 1955 to 132,000 in 1980. Unfortunately, the community mental health services slated to take on the influx of individuals with mental illness were both underprepared and underfunded to adequately provide services to these individuals. Set adrift in their communities without sufficient mental


72. See ACLU NAT’L PRISON PROJECT, supra note 13, at 1.

73. See, e.g., Childress & Mizner, supra note 48 (noting that the “modern use of solitary confinement in American prisons began” in 1983); Bernard E. Harcourt, Reducing Mass Incarceration: Lessons from the Deinstitutionalization of Mental Hospitals in the 1960s, 9 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 53, 58 (2011) (demonstrating that the drop in the rate of deinstitutionalization of mental hospitals coincided with a rise in the rate of incarceration in the late 1970s).


75. Id. at 1153, 1155.

76. Id. at 1155–56.

health services, many individuals with mental illness came into contact with the criminal justice system. 78 Arrest and incarceration, as opposed to treatment referral, was often the default response from law enforcement. 79 As a result, “the jail has assumed the role of delivering psychiatric services to poor, mentally disturbed offenders.” 80 Contemporaneous with this movement toward deinstitutionalization was the resurgence of solitary confinement as a means to control prison populations. 81

There are two primary justifications for the proliferation of solitary confinement and supermax facilities: (1) that isolating certain inmates disrupts organized criminal activity—including gang activity 82 and terrorism 83—between prison facilities and the public, and (2) that segregating the most dangerous inmates from the general prison population makes prisons safer. 84 However, studies on prison violence in Arizona, Illinois, and Minnesota indicate that opening of supermax prisons in those states has not decreased inmate-on-inmate violence in the general population facilities. 85 In California, levels of prison violence have actually increased since supermax prisons were opened to house the State’s most violent inmates. 86 Accordingly, researchers have labeled the causal relationship between the use of solitary confinement and increased prison safety to be “largely speculative.” 87 In fact, reducing the use of solitary confinement may actually lead to increased safety in prisons. 88 In Mississippi, a reduction in the use of solitary confinement

78. Id. at 118–20.
79. Id. at 119–20.
80. Id. at 122.
81. See, e.g., Childress & Mizner, supra note 48.
82. STATE OF CAL. DEP’T OF CORR. & REHAB., SECURITY THREAT GROUP PREVENTION, IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 5 (2012) (“Criminal gangs are largely responsible for criminal activities within the institutions, to include the trafficking of narcotics, committing and/or directing violence against staff and offenders, and directing criminal activity between the correctional institutions and the community.”).
83. See Lobel, supra note 55, at 131 (“[P]rison officials claim that certain gang members or leaders, prisoners who engage in violence against other prisoners, or terrorists cannot be housed in less restrictive conditions because of the danger they pose to other prisoners or prison personnel, or because they will be in communication with their violent associates outside of prison.”).
84. See Smith, supra note 47, at 443.
85. See ACLU NAT’L PRISON PROJECT, supra note 13, at 6.
86. Id.
87. See Smith, supra note 47, at 443 (quoting Chad. S. Briggs et al., The Effect of Supermaximum Security Prisons on Aggregate Levels of Institutional Violence, 41 CRIMINOLOGY 1341, 1371 (2003)).
88. Erica Goode, Rethinking Solitary Confinement: States Ease Isolation, Saving Money, Lives
led to such a decrease in prison violence that the state’s super-maximum security unit was shut down. The Mississippi model included a “step-down unit,” where prisoners with serious mental illness were allowed access to out-of-cell time, group therapy, and peer counseling for three to six months before being introduced back into the general prison population. This model resulted in an almost seventy percent drop in prisoner-on-staff and prisoner-on-prisoner incidents. The staff’s use of force, including spraying inmates with immobilizing gas and physical “takedowns,” also sharply declined. Virginia has instituted a similar program, and has consequently been able to decrease the number of inmates in solitary confinement by sixty-two percent.

Although Mississippi and Virginia have created “step-down” programs to reintegrate inmates in solitary confinement into the general prison population, several states release inmates directly from solitary confinement onto the street. Some inmates who are released directly from long-term solitary confinement into the community immediately commit violent felonies. In one particularly shocking case, a Colorado inmate newly released from solitary confinement onto the street killed two people in short succession, including the reform-minded Executive Director of the Colorado Department of Corrections, Tom Clements. The inmate, who had spent nearly six years in solitary and exhibited signs of mental illness, forced his first victim to record him delivering a rambling message denouncing the use of isolation in prisons.

---

90. Id. at 1043.
91. Id. at 1043–44.
93. Id. at 121 n.164 (citing anecdotal evidence of “at least a half-dozen cases of inmates released from the Pelican Bay SHU [in California] who promptly committed murder or other serious felonies” (internal citations omitted)).
suggests that, without a step-down program to ease their transition into the general prison population or the public at large, some inmates may emerge from solitary confinement more violent than they were before.\textsuperscript{98} As described by Dr. Stuart Grassian, a psychiatrist who has evaluated the impact of super-maximum solitary confinement, “[i]magine taking a dog that has bitten someone, and kicking and beating and abusing it in a cage for a year. Then you take that cage and you put it in the middle of a city, open it and hightail it out of there. That’s what you’re doing.”\textsuperscript{99}

Ultimately, the successes in Mississippi and Virginia and the tragedies in Colorado and elsewhere suggest that the widespread use of solitary confinement may not ultimately promote prison security or ensure the safety of the community.

B. The Connection Between Solitary Confinement and Mental Illness

[The prisoner] stood at the window rocking and staring. His room was incredibly foul, reeking of feces and garbage. There was blood everywhere on the window. He had cut his hand on the edge of the window the day before and was rubbing his hand on the window again. He generally was not responsive to questions, instead just stared at his hand.\textsuperscript{100}

—Dr. Dennis Koson describing a mentally ill inmate in administrative confinement at the Eastern Jersey State Penitentiary

Contemporary research has conclusively demonstrated that prolonged solitary confinement can be extremely detrimental to mental health.\textsuperscript{101} Although isolation affects individuals differently,\textsuperscript{102} empirical studies

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{98} Tim Molloy, New York City Ends Solitary Confinement for Minors, PBS (Dec. 19, 2014, 4:51 PM), http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/criminal-justice/stickup-kid/new-york-city-ends-solitary-confinement-for-minors/ (describing a documentary that “featured prisoners who complained that isolation was making them more violent and aggressive”).
  \item \textsuperscript{99} See Human Rights Watch, Cold Storage, supra note 94, at 121.
  \item \textsuperscript{100} Human Rights Watch, Ill-Equipped, supra note 19, at 148 (internal citations omitted).
  \item \textsuperscript{102} Significant factors that vary the impact of solitary confinement include the severity of sensory deprivation, the length of time in isolation, and perceptions about the intent of the isolation. See Stuart Grassian & Nancy Friedman, Effects of Sensory Deprivation in Psychiatric Seclusion and Solitary Confinement, 8 Int’l J. L. & Psychiatry 49, 61–62 (1985). At least one study has indicated that solitary can be beneficial for some inmates. See Maureen L. O’Keefe et al., A Longitudinal Study of Administrative Segregation, 41 J. Am. Acad. Psychiatry & L. 49, 56–59 (2013). However, the broader significance of this study has been questioned, as the conditions...
show that solitary confinement is linked to suicidal thoughts, impaired concentration, confusion, depression, anxiety, paranoia, and hallucinations.\textsuperscript{103} It is estimated that around thirty percent of the inmates in solitary are mentally ill.\textsuperscript{104} This high percentage is due both to the disproportionate number of mentally ill inmates who are placed in disciplinary and administrative segregation, as well as the negative psychological impact of isolation.\textsuperscript{105} Additionally, this negative psychological impact makes it difficult for inmates to comply with the requirements that would allow them to “earn” their way out of isolation.\textsuperscript{106}

Prolonged isolation is thought to aggravate pre-existing mental illness and foster mental illness in healthy individuals because it removes opportunities for “social reality testing.”\textsuperscript{107} In society, individuals receive constant feedback from social interaction that enables them to assess their perceptions of reality.\textsuperscript{108} The prolonged absence of this feedback in solitary leads to so-called “SHU [security/special housing unit] syndrome,”\textsuperscript{109} which is characterized by anxiety, disorientation, violent thoughts, paranoia, lack of impulse control, derealization, and hallucinations.\textsuperscript{110} In at least one study, these symptoms disappeared after inmates were released from solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{103} See Smith, supra note 47, at 488–93.
\textsuperscript{104} See ACLU NAT’L PRISON PROJECT, supra note 13, at 6 (internal citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{105} See, e.g., Kupers, supra note 24 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{106} See, e.g., Jones’El v. Berge, 164 F. Supp. 2d 1096, 1101, 1103 (W.D. Wis. 2001) (describing how “[s]eriously mentally ill inmates have difficulty following the rules necessary to advance up the level system [to be released from solitary confinement]” and referring to plaintiffs’ expert Dr. Terry Kupers’ testimony that “seriously mentally ill inmates are not capable of following the rules necessary to earn their way out of the most restrictive status”); Hearing on Reassessing Solitary Confinement II, supra note 25, at 7.
\textsuperscript{108} Id.
\textsuperscript{109} Id. at 628–29.
\textsuperscript{110} Grassian, supra note 49, at 1452–53.
\textsuperscript{111} Id. at 1453 (“The legal statute in Massachusetts requires relief from isolation status with closed solid steel doors for at least 24 hours each 15 days... All prisoners interviewed reported a very rapid (usually within the first few hours) diminution of their symptoms during periods of relief. No correlation was apparent between severity of symptoms and the time required for them to
Prolonged solitary confinement, and the resultant mental illnesses, increase the risk of self-harm and suicide. A recent study of New York inmates who served time in solitary confinement showed that these inmates were seven times more likely to harm themselves than those who did not serve time in isolation. Paradoxically, attempted or successful self-harm by prisoners in solitary confinement often results in additional isolation and, sometimes, disciplinary actions. In one example, a schizophrenic female inmate in the Northern State Prison segregation unit in Newark, New Jersey self-mutilated and attempted suicide over a dozen times in isolation. However, instead of treatment, she was sentenced to additional disciplinary and administrative segregation. Unsurprisingly, rates of suicide are extremely high among prisoners in solitary confinement. One study found that sixty-eight percent of prison suicides were committed by inmates in isolation.

Treatment options for mentally ill inmates in isolation are limited, further compounding the psychological impacts. Psychotropic medications are usually less effective for those individuals in confinement, and access to medical health care professionals is restricted. Moreover, the lack of privacy in segregation units also thwarts treatment, and psychiatrists must talk to their patients through cell doors. There are usually no options for rehabilitation programs or group therapies in isolation units. According to Dr. Kupers, “we seem to have reproduced some of the worst aspects of an earlier époque’s snake pit mental asylums in the isolation units of our modern prisons.”

112. See Kaba et al., supra note 49, at 445.
113. See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, ILL-EQUIPPED, supra note 19, at 187.
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118. See Kupers, supra note 24, at 12.
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C. The Eighth Amendment’s Inadequate Protections

The Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states that “[e]xcessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.” 123 Although history and medical research have conclusively demonstrated that solitary confinement can have severe psychological consequences, most courts have found that prolonged solitary confinement is not cruel and unusual.124 This is in part because prisoners are required to overcome many financial and legal barriers—including statutory directives as well as judge-made law—in order to successfully challenge their isolation.125 These substantial hurdles include the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) of 1995, 126 which was intended to reduce frivolous lawsuits by prisoners but has instead blocked many potentially valid constitutional claims from ever being decided on the merits.127 The courts’ deference to prison officials’ offerings of “legitimate penological interests”128 and

123. U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.
124. See, e.g., Hafemeister & George, supra note 28, at 18.
125. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1915 (2012) (requiring that in forma pauperis prisoners pay the full filing fee for civil actions); 42 U.S.C. § 1997(e)(a) (2012) (requiring that prisoners exhaust their administrative remedies before bringing an action to challenge prison conditions); id. § 1997(e)(d) (limiting the recoupment of attorney’s fees for all prisoner plaintiffs); id. § 1997(e)(e) (prohibiting civil suits by prisoners for “mental or emotional injury while in custody without a prior showing of physical injury”); Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 832–34 (1994) (the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishment” is not violated unless the defendant acted, at a minimum, with “deliberate indifference”); Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78, 87 (1987) (prison regulations may burden prisoners’ constitutional rights for the purposes of “legitimate penological objectives”); Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 (1982) (government officials are protected from liability for constitutional violations if the requirements for qualified immunity are met).
127. See, e.g., Porter v. Nussle, 534 U.S. 516 (2002) (holding that an inmate’s claim that he was beaten by corrections officers in violation of the Eighth Amendment was barred by the PLRA’s requirement that he exhaust his administrative remedies before filing a civil rights suit); Alison M. Mikkor, Correcting for Bias and Blind Spots in PLRA Exhaustion Law, 21 GEO. MASON L. REV. 573, 573 (2014) (describing how a prisoner’s claim of sexual assault was dismissed on the pleadings because she had not filed a written grievance to the jail as required by the PLRA’s exhaustion requirement).
128. See, e.g., Turner, 482 U.S. at 89 (holding that “when a prison regulation impinges on inmates’ constitutional rights, the regulation is valid if it is reasonably related to legitimate penological interests”); Mikel-Meredith Weidman, The Culture of Judicial Deference and the Problem of Supermax Prisons, 51 UCLA L. REV. 1505, 1509–23 (2004) (describing the history of judicial deference to prison officials and the impact of Turner’s legitimate penological interests
the shielding of prison officials and guards from liability for
constitutional violations through qualified immunity also present
substantial barriers. Overcoming a defense of qualified immunity
requires prisoner plaintiffs to demonstrate both that the claimed
constitutional right was “clearly established” and that a reasonable
official or guard would have been aware of the constitutional right.

Additionally, while the Eighth Amendment arguably provides the
strongest constitutional protections against unjust prison conditions,
courts have continuously blunted the Amendment’s protections to the
point that reaching a “cruel and unusual” finding is exceedingly rare.
The U.S. Supreme Court has held that that an Eighth Amendment
challenge must satisfy both a subjective and an objective test, creating an
intractable legal hurdle. In Farmer v. Brennan, the Supreme Court
set out the standard for the subjective test, holding that plaintiffs must
show that defendants acted with “deliberate indifference” to prove a
constitutional violation. “Deliberate indifference” is defined as more
than mere negligence, requiring that prison officials are aware of a risk

---

129. See, e.g., Harlow, 457 U.S. at 818 (“We therefore hold that government officials performing
discretionary functions generally are shielded from liability for civil damages insofar as their
conduct does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable
person would have known.”).

130. Id.; see also COLUMBIA HUMAN RIGHTS LAW REVIEW, A JAILHOUSE LAWYER’S MANUAL
Lawyer’s Manual is “a handbook of legal rights and procedures designed for use by people in
(last visited Apr. 28, 2015). It has been disseminated to over two hundred U.S. prisons to bring those facilities into compliance with Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977), id., which “requires prison authorities to assist inmates in the preparation and
filing of meaningful legal papers by providing prisoners with adequate law libraries or adequate
assistance from persons trained in the law.” Bounds, 430 U.S. at 828.

131. See, e.g., Hafemeister & George, supra note 28, at 18–25 (recognizing that most courts have
held that solitary confinement does not violate the Eighth Amendment and detailing the recent
history of Eighth Amendment jurisprudence); Weidman, supra note 128, at 1505 (“Ever since the
prison reform movement ended in the early 1980s, it has become increasingly difficult for inmates
to challenge their conditions of confinement under the Eighth Amendment. Supreme Court rulings,
statutes, and lower courts’ conservative applications of precedent have worked together to create a
culture of deference that constrains federal courts from intervening in prison affairs.”). Deference to
“legitimate penological interests,” coupled with a higher constitutional threshold for inmate claims,
the PLRA, and lower courts’ self-regulation, has diminished the protections of the Eighth
Amendment. Id. at 1512–29.

132. See Hafemeister & George, supra note 28, at 22.


134. Id. at 834.
to inmate health or safety, but disregard the risk. Additionally, the objective prong requires a showing that a prisoner has been deprived of a “human need” or that living conditions create a “substantial risk of harm.” In evaluating whether a specific punishment is objectively “cruel and unusual,” the Supreme Court has stated that this standard is not static, but is rather tied to “evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.” Under this interpretation, the Eighth Amendment is a living standard that changes with the times—punishments that are presently accepted by society may later be deemed unconstitutional.

Thus far, the majority of legal challenges to solitary confinement under the Eighth Amendment have been unsuccessful. Although the Supreme Court has not directly addressed the constitutionality of long-term solitary confinement, several federal circuit courts have held that it does not rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment violation. In Ajaj v. United States, the Tenth Circuit adjudicated an Eighth Amendment challenge to indefinite confinement at the ADX Florence supermax prison in Colorado, which included lock-down for twenty-three hours a day in “extreme isolation” under the glare of lights that never turned off. The court held that these conditions did not constitute a “significant departure from the healthy habilitative environment the state is required to provide its inmates” and thus met the constitutional requirements of the Eighth Amendment. Similarly, in Colgrove v. Williams, the Fifth Circuit held that a decade of solitary confinement did not violate the Eighth Amendment because it did not deprive the

135. Id. at 837.
137. See Farmer, 511 U.S. at 842–46.
140. See, e.g., Ajaj v. United States, 293 F. App’x 575 (10th Cir. 2008); Colgrove v. Williams, 105 F. App’x 537 (5th Cir. 2004) (per curiam).
141. 293 F. App’x 575 (10th Cir. 2008).
142. Id. at 582.
143. Id. at 582–84 (quoting Mitchell v. Maynard, 80 F.3d 1433, 1442 (10th Cir. 1996)).
144. 105 F. App’x 537 (5th Cir. 2004) (per curiam).
plaintiff of the “minimal measure of life’s necessities.” There are many other examples of federal courts holding that solitary confinement lasting months or years is not inherently cruel and unusual.

Arguing that solitary confinement is unconstitutional for prisoners with mental illness has been met with only slightly more success. A minority of federal courts have held that the incarceration of inmates with pre-existing mental illness in solitary confinement violates the Eighth Amendment. In *Madrid v. Gomez*, the Northern District of California held that the incarceration of mentally ill inmates and inmates “at an unreasonably high risk” of becoming mentally ill in Pelican Bay’s SHU violated the Eighth Amendment. The court likened prolonged solitary confinement for mentally ill inmates to “the mental equivalent of putting an asthmatic in a place with little air to breathe.” However, the court also held that the “generalized psychological pain” of mentally healthy inmates in solitary confinement did not implicate the Eighth Amendment. In *Ruiz v. Johnson*, the Southern District of Texas similarly held that Texas’s supermax prisons “clearly violate constitutional standards when imposed on the subgroup of the plaintiffs’ class made up of mentally-ill prisoners.” The court found that solitary confinement acted as “virtual incubators of psychoses—seeding illness in otherwise healthy inmates and exacerbating illness in those already suffering from mental infirmities.” Additionally, in *Jones’El v. Berge*, the Western District of Wisconsin granted a temporary injunction to remove mentally ill prisoners from a supermax prison,

145. *Id.* at 538 (quoting Harper v. Showers, 174 F.3d 716, 719 (5th Cir. 1999)).
148. See *e.g.*, *Ruiz*, 37 F. Supp. 2d at 915; *Madrid*, 889 F. Supp. at 1267.
149. 889 F. Supp. 1146 (N.D. Cal. 1995).
150. *Id.* at 915.
151. *Id.* at 907.
152. *Id.*
154. *Id.* at 915.
155. *Id.* at 907.
156. 164 F. Supp. 2d 1096 (W.D. Wis. 2001).
finding that “[l]acking physical and social points of reference to ground them in reality, seriously mentally ill inmates run a high risk of breaking down and attempting suicide.” 157

As evidenced by Madrid, Ruiz, and Jones’El, most successful Eighth Amendment challenges to solitary confinement for the mentally ill are class action suits. 158 Scholars offer several explanations for this phenomenon, including a lower causal burden and the difficulty of demonstrating a legitimate penological interest in confining an entire class to solitary confinement. 159 These scholars also point out that, in contrast, individual suits challenging the constitutionality of solitary confinement for the mentally ill are often unsuccessful. 160

Notwithstanding the minority position adopted by the courts in Madrid, Ruiz, and Jones’El, courts are normally reluctant to find that a prison has violated an individual mentally ill inmate’s Eighth Amendment rights by placing that individual in isolation, even when presented with the most shocking of facts. 161 One particularly illustrative example is the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Scarver v. Litscher. 162 Christopher Scarver, a schizophrenic inmate, mounted an Eighth Amendment challenge to his solitary confinement at a supermax prison after attempting suicide twice and cutting his head with a razor “in an effort to cut out whoever or whatever was talking and moving around inside his head.” 163 Writing for the unanimous panel, Judge Richard Posner acknowledged that “[i]t is a fair inference that conditions at Supermax aggravated the symptoms of Scarver’s mental illness” and described some of the prison’s responses to the manifestations of Scarver’s mental illness—including disciplining him for banging his head on the wall of his cell—as “bizarre.” 164 Ultimately, however, Judge Posner concluded that prison officials “did not know what more to do” 165 and held that there was no evidence that they acted with deliberate indifference. 166 Similarly, in Hill v. Pugh, 167 the Tenth Circuit found that

157. Id. at 1098.
158. See Glidden & Rovner, supra note 27, at 60.
159. See id. at 60 n.22.
160. See id.
161. See, e.g., Scarver v. Litscher, 434 F.3d 972 (7th Cir. 2006); Hill v. Pugh, 75 F. App’x 715 (10th Cir. 2003).
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166. Id. at 975, 977.
isolating a mentally ill inmate for twenty-three hours a day was not cruel and unusual because he had access to “minimal physical requirements—food, shelter, clothing and warmth.”

Other courts have employed analogous reasoning in denying individual prisoners with mental illness Eighth Amendment relief from prolonged isolation.

Due to the significant struggles of proving an Eighth Amendment violation, mentally ill inmates and their advocates have appealed to alternative legal protections. These alternatives include other provisions of the Constitution, such as the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, international human rights law, and, more recently, the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act. As the rest of this Comment will explain, the ADA and Rehabilitation Act have enormous potential to act as a “stop-gap” measure until Eighth Amendment jurisprudence evolves to offer substantial protections to mentally ill inmates in isolation.

II. A POTENTIAL SLEDGEHAMMER: THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

President George H.W. Bush signed the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) on July 26th, 1990. At the time, it was the largest signing
ceremony on record. In his remarks, President Bush promised that the ADA would allow Americans with disabilities to “pass through once-closed doors into a bright new era of equality, independence, and freedom.” The ADA extended the protections of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 by creating causes of action for discrimination on the basis of disability in the workplace and private businesses. It also confirmed that any “public entity,” which the U.S. Supreme Court has held includes correctional facilities, could be held accountable for violating the rights of individuals with disabilities. This watershed piece of legislation has been heralded by one disability law expert as “the All-Star team of civil rights legislation” which “sought to create sweeping change in nearly every facet of the lives of people with disabilities.” It was also the first time Congress expressly acknowledged that the segregation of individuals with disabilities constituted discrimination and that discrimination persisted in institutional settings.

A. The Elements of a Successful ADA Claim Against a Jail or Prison

Disability discrimination claims against jails or prisons fall under Title II of the ADA, which prohibits discrimination by any “public entity.” Public entities are defined as “any department, agency, special purpose district, or other instrumentality of a State or States or local government.” In Pennsylvania Department of Corrections v. Yeskey, the Supreme Court confirmed that “[s]tate prisons fall
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179. Id. § 12131(1). The Rehabilitation Act does not refer directly to public entities, but identifies “any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance or . . . any program or activity conducted by any Executive agency” as an accountable party. See 29 U.S.C. § 794(a) (2012).


185. Id. § 12131(1)(B).

Federal prisons are not covered under the ADA, but are covered under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act for the purposes of injunctive relief. Private prisons may be covered under both Title II and Title III, the title that prohibits discrimination in “public accommodations.” Given the similarity of Title II of the ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, plaintiffs usually bring claims under both Acts and courts often use the same analysis for Title II and Section 504 claims.

Title II, Section 12132 of the ADA states that “no qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.” Therefore, to bring a successful claim under Title II, prisoner plaintiffs must prove that they (1) have a disability; (2) are an otherwise “qualified individual”; (3) were excluded from or denied the benefits of their jail’s or prison’s services, programs, or activities, or were otherwise discriminated against; and (4) were excluded, denied, or discriminated against on the basis of their disability. To bring a successful claim under Section 504, prisoner plaintiffs must prove all of the elements of a Title II claim, as well as demonstrate that the jail or prison receives federal funding.

Disability is defined broadly under the ADA as “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities.” Individuals who have a “record of such an impairment” or who are

187. Id. at 210.
188. A JAILHOUSE LAWYER’S MANUAL, supra note 130, at 759 (citing Cellular Phone Taskforce v. FCC, 217 F.3d 72, 73 (2d Cir. 2000)).
189. Id.; see also Lane v. Pena, 518 U.S. 187, 200 (1996) (holding that Congress did not explicitly waive sovereign immunity for monetary claims made under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act).
190. See A JAILHOUSE LAWYER’S MANUAL, supra note 130, at 760 (discussing the different possible disability rights claims for inmates at private prison facilities).
191. See Betsy Ginsberg, Out with the New, In with the Old: The Importance of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act to Prisoners with Disabilities, 36 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 713, 735–36 (2009) (“As predicted shortly after the ADA took effect, the differences between [the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act] exist more in theory than in practice. Courts have consistently found that the substantive provisions of the ADA are coextensive with those of Section 504 and have tended to analyze the claims as one.”).
193. See A JAILHOUSE LAWYER’S MANUAL, supra note 130, at 762.
194. Id.
“regarded as having such an impairment” are also covered. The definition of “mental impairment” includes “mental retardation, organic brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities.” It also extends to alcoholics and drug addicts who are not currently using illegal drugs. “Major life activities” include, but are not limited to, caring for oneself, communicating, concentrating, learning, and sleeping. Some courts have also held that interacting with others meets the definition of a major life activity. The precise meaning of “substantially limits” has become less important to ADA claims following the passage of the ADA Amendments Act of 2008, which stated that “the question of whether an individual’s impairment is a disability under the ADA should not demand extensive analysis.”

A “qualified individual” is a person who meets the “essential eligibility requirements” of a service, program, or activity. The Supreme Court has recognized that prisoners are not excluded from the definition of “qualified individual” simply because they are incarcerated. The Court has also recognized that nearly all aspects of prison life are a service, program, or activity. In Yeskey, Justice Scalia parsed the application of Title II in the prison context, concluding that “[m]odern prisons provide inmates with many recreational ‘activities,’ medical ‘services,’ and educational and vocational ‘programs,’ all of which at least theoretically ‘benefit’ the prisoners (and any of which disabled prisoners could be ‘excluded from participation in’).” Yeskey confirmed that the ADA’s protections extend to prisoners with disabilities.

The ADA requires that prison activities, services, and programs be administered by correctional officials “in the most integrated setting

196. Id. § 12103(1)(B)–(C).
198. Id. § 35.104(1)(ii).
199. Id. § 35.104(5)(iii).
200. 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2)(A); see also 28 C.F.R. § 35.104(2) (defining “major life activities” within the broader definition of “[d]isability”).
201. See, e.g., McAlindin v. Cnty. of San Diego, 192 F.3d 1226, 1234 (9th Cir. 1999). See generally Patrick A. Hartman, “Interacting with Others” as a Major Life Activity Under the Americans With Disabilities Act, 2 SETON HALL CIRCUIT REV. 139 (2005) (discussing a circuit split on the issue and arguing that “interacting with others” should be recognized as a major life activity).
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appropriate to the needs of qualified individuals with disabilities." 206 Additionally, these officials must make “reasonable modifications in policies, practices, or procedures . . . to avoid discrimination,” unless they can demonstrate that these modifications would “fundamentally alter the nature of the service, program, or activity,” 207 or impose “undue financial and administrative burdens.” 208 Some courts have required defendants to meet an elevated threshold to prove that a modification would be a fundamental alteration or create an undue burden. 209 For example, in Pierce v. County of Orange, 210 the District Court for the Central District of California held that the County had not demonstrated that the plaintiff class’s requested modification—including physical modifications to the facilities and providing accommodating programs, services, and activities—would be a fundamental alteration or undue burden. 211 The County claimed that budgetary shortfalls and security risks precluded their ability to make these modifications, and offered evidence of layoffs, hiring freezes, and testimony of a $24 million shortfall in the sheriff’s overall budget. 212 However, the court held that there was “little specific evidence” to demonstrate that the modifications in question would have a fiscal impact. 213 Similarly in Henderson v. Thomas, 214 the District Court for the Middle District of Alabama rejected the Alabama Department of Corrections’ claims that integrating HIV-positive inmates into the general population would diminish the quality of HIV treatment and would create an undue financial burden. 215 The court noted that the evidence demonstrated that the policy of segregation may in fact hinder treatment 216 and cost the state more than integration. 217 In a particularly sharp rebuke, the court stated that the
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Department’s “protestations . . . expose a persistent pattern in the [Department] of maintaining the status quo on the basis of mere assumptions rather than actual investigation.” Therefore a prison or jail can only overcome the ADA’s presumption of integration and modification with detailed and legitimate justifications.

B. The Advantages and Drawbacks of an ADA Claim Compared to an Eighth Amendment Claim

Two of the major hurdles to proving a constitutional claim under the Eighth Amendment—subjective intent and qualified immunity—are usually not at issue in statutory disability discrimination claims. While the Eighth Amendment requires a showing of subjective “deliberate indifference,” the ADA and Section 504 have no such requirement (although some courts have required a showing of deliberate indifference when a prisoner plaintiff seeks compensatory damages). In fact, a showing of disparate impact may be enough to prove a disability rights claim. Additionally, most courts to consider the issue have held that because the defendants targeted by Title II and Section 504 claims are public entities and not individuals, the defense of qualified immunity does not apply. Lastly, in some jurisdictions
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223. Qualified immunity is generally an individual defense that is available to government officials in civil suits for constitutional or statutory violations. See, e.g., Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 (1982). The majority of courts have held that “public entities” under Title II are not individuals, and are therefore not entitled to the defense of qualified immunity. See, e.g., Walker v. Snyder, 213 F.3d 344, 346 (7th Cir. 2000) (“In suits under Title II of the ADA . . . the proper defendant usually is an organization rather than a natural person. In the main [provisions of the ADA] . . . and in this case, institutional liability is exclusive, so qualified immunity is unavailable.”); Alsbrook v. City of Maumelle, 184 F.3d 999, 1005 n.8, 1012 (8th Cir. 1999) (en banc), cert. granted, 528 U.S. 1146 (2000), cert. dismissed, 529 U.S. 1001 (2000); Wesley v. Vaughn, No. CIV.A. 99–1228, 1999 WL 1065209, at *4 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 18, 1999); see also Rachel E. Brodin, Remedying a Particularized Form of Discrimination: Why Disabled Plaintiffs Can and Should Bring Claims for Police Misconduct Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, 154 U. PA. L. REV. 157, 185–86 (2005) (referencing the ADA Practice and Compliance Manual). Contra Montez v. Romer, 32 F. Supp. 2d 1235, 1240 (D. Colo. 1999) (holding that there is no individual liability under the ADA or Rehabilitation Act, but conducting a qualified immunity analysis regardless); Niece v. Fitzner, 922 F. Supp. 1208, 1218 (E.D. Mich. 1996) (stating that nothing in Title II prohibits suits against individuals in their official or individual capacities).
prison officials may not be able to hide behind an amorphous screen of “legitimate penological interests” to justify discrimination under the disability statutes as they would have license to do when accused of Eighth Amendment violations.224

Another significant advantage to litigating solitary confinement cases under the disability rights statutes is that prisoners with successful ADA and Rehabilitation Act claims may be entitled to fees that are not available for constitutional claims. For example, the disability rights statutes have no specific restrictions on the recovery of attorneys’ fees,225 while prisoners with successful Eighth Amendment claims are subject to the restrictions imposed by the PLRA.226 The PLRA restricts the recoupment of attorneys’ fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988, which includes all civil rights suits brought by prisoner plaintiffs under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.227 Section 1983 in turn provides a remedy against individuals who violate the Constitution or laws “under color” of legal authority.228 Several courts have determined that because the ADA and

224. See, e.g., Glidden & Rovner, supra note 27, at 69 (“[T]he disability rights statutes do not render irrelevant the penological concerns of prison officials, but compared with the Eighth Amendment, the prison’s burden to demonstrate the necessity of a particular denial is both heavier and more clearly defined.”); cf. Brian Lester, The Americans with Disabilities Act and the Exclusion of Inmates from Services in Prisons: A Proposed Analytical Approach Regarding the Appropriate Level of Judicial Scrutiny of a Prisoner’s ADA Claim, 79 N.D. L. REV. 83, 93–103 (2003) (describing various federal circuit approaches to incorporating the Turner “legitimate penological interests” test, discussed supra, note 128, into the disability rights framework).

225. 42 U.S.C. § 12205 (2012); 29 U.S.C. § 794a (2012). But see Buckhannon Bd. & Care Home, Inc. v. W. Va. Dep’t of Health & Human Res., 532 U.S. 598, 601, 610 (2001) (holding that attorney’s fees for ADA claims are not available under the “catalyst theory,” “which posits that a plaintiff is a ‘prevailing party’ if it achieves the desired result because the lawsuit brought about a voluntary change in the defendant’s conduct”).

226. 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(d). Prisoner disability rights claims are likely still subject to the other sections of the PLRA, including the administrative exhaustion requirement, id. § 1997e(a), and the restrictions on “mental or emotional injury” claims, id. § 1997e(e). See, e.g., JAMES C. HARRINGTON, GEORGETOWN UNIV. LAW CTR. CONTINUING LEGAL EDUC., OVERCOMING SECTION 1983 HURDLES: USING THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT TO RE-OPEN THE CIVIL RIGHTS DOOR AND HOLD GOVERNMENT AND POLICE ACCOUNTABLE *12 (Apr. 19, 2007), available at 2007 WL 5269445; The Impact of the Prison Litigation Reform Act on Correctional Mental Health Litigation, 121 HARV. L. REV. 1145, 1147–52 (2008). The “mental or emotional injury” restriction limits recovery for these harms “without a prior showing of physical injury or the commission of a sexual act.” 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(e). Although mentally ill inmates certainly suffer mental and emotional injuries in solitary confinement, this Comment argues that the solitary confinement of these inmates should be challenged as discrimination and/or an exclusion from benefits under the ADA, see 42 U.S.C. § 12132, not as a mental and emotional injury.
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Rehabilitation Act have their own fee recoupment statutes separate from Section 1988, the PLRA restrictions do not apply. Additionally, prisoner plaintiffs may also be able to recover experts’ fees in successful ADA claims, but not for claims brought under Section 504 or Section 1983. However, there is some debate over whether compensatory damages are recoverable against state agencies under the ADA, and the Supreme Court has held that punitive damages are not available.

A disability rights approach can have disadvantages as well, including two safety exceptions that could allow prisons and jails to justify the continued solitary confinement of mentally ill prisoners. The first exception allows for a public entity to “impose legitimate safety requirements necessary for the safe operation of its services, programs, or activities.” However, these requirements must be grounded in “actual risks, not on mere speculation, stereotypes, or generalizations about individuals with disabilities.” Under the second exception, a jail or prison is not liable if an inmate poses a “direct threat to the health or safety of others.” Prisoners who are a danger to themselves are not included in this exception. Under the Supreme Court’s holding in School Board of Nassau County v. Arline, individualized assessments are required to substantiate direct threats. These assessments must evaluate the following four factors: (1) the nature of the risk, (2) the duration of the risk, (3) the severity of the risk, and (4) the probability of harm. The Arline factors have also been codified in the ADA regulations. Additionally, the jail or prison must also assess whether reasonable modifications will “mitigate the risk” of injury.

Another potential drawback is the difficulty of achieving class
certification on behalf of a group of mentally ill prisoners asserting claims under the ADA and Rehabilitation Act.\textsuperscript{242} In order to be certified as a class, litigants must demonstrate that “there are questions of law or fact common to the class.”\textsuperscript{243} In \textit{Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes},\textsuperscript{244} the Supreme Court heightened the requirements for commonality, holding that a potential class must demonstrate a “common contention” that will “resolve an issue that is central to the validity of each one of the claims in one stroke.”\textsuperscript{245} Because “mental illness” is not a singular diagnosis—but rather manifests and is treated in a variety of different ways—it can be difficult to formulate both a common claim of discrimination and a common solution that is appropriate for class-wide action.\textsuperscript{246}

Additionally, some inmates may be resistant to bringing a disability rights claim due to the stigma of disclosing a mental illness.\textsuperscript{247} The challenge of persuading individuals to recognize or disclose their own mental illness has been well-documented in the criminal law context, particularly with regards to insanity pleas.\textsuperscript{248} Inmates may be worried about being labeled mentally ill by corrections officials and other inmates.\textsuperscript{249} Litigants may also face difficulties in proving that their mental illness is serious enough to qualify as a disability but not serious enough to preclude one’s status as a “qualified individual” for various
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programs and activities.\textsuperscript{250} To be a qualified individual, one must “meet[] the essential eligibility requirements for the receipt of services or the participation in programs or activities.”\textsuperscript{251} One scholar has identified this as the “I’m ok/I’m not ok” litigation strategy problem.\textsuperscript{252}

Lastly, the question of whether Title II of the ADA properly abrogated state sovereign immunity remains unresolved.\textsuperscript{253} Under the Eleventh Amendment, states have sovereign immunity from suits filed by individuals,\textsuperscript{254} although Congress can abrogate this immunity through statute.\textsuperscript{255} The Supreme Court has been cautious to embrace all of Title II as properly abrogating state sovereign immunity, favoring a more piecemeal approach.\textsuperscript{256} Therefore, for both claims against state entities and individuals sued in their official capacity for monetary damages,\textsuperscript{257} litigants should carefully monitor this rapidly changing area of law.\textsuperscript{258}

\section*{C. Cracks in the Wall: Pending Litigation Challenging the Isolation of Mentally Ill Inmates as a Violation of the Disability Rights Statutes}

In \textit{Olmstead v. L.C.},\textsuperscript{259} the Supreme Court recognized that the “unjustified isolation” of the mentally ill in a medical setting is
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discrimination under the ADA. 260 Olmstead concerned the confinement of mentally ill and mentally disabled women in psychiatric hospitals in Georgia. 261 Although their treating psychiatrists had determined that they could be treated in a community setting, they remained institutionalized. 262 Justice Ginsburg, writing for the majority, held that the ADA explicitly prohibited the discriminatory segregation and isolation of individuals with disabilities. 263 Ginsburg rested her analysis on two “evident judgments” 264: that the segregation of those with disabilities “perpetuates unwarranted assumptions that persons so isolated are incapable or unworthy of participating in community life,” 265 and that “confinement in an institution severely diminishes the everyday life activities of individuals, including family relations, social contacts, work options, economic independence, educational advancement, and cultural enrichment.” 266 She concluded that individuals with mental disabilities are entitled to appropriate community-based treatment, so long as they do not oppose such treatment and there are resources available from the states to accommodate them. 267

At least two cases have applied Olmstead’s reasoning to the prison context. In Henderson v. Thomas, 268 the District Court for the Middle District of Alabama held that HIV-positive inmates could not be categorically segregated from the general prison population, 269 citing Olmstead in its analysis. 270 The plaintiffs in Henderson were HIV-positive inmates who were segregated in isolated housing from the
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general prison population. Some were even required to wear white arm bands to designate their status. The court held that this form of isolation, if maintained without an individualized assessment of the risk of HIV transmission, constituted a violation of the ADA and Rehabilitation Act. Further in Stiles v. Judd, the Middle District of Florida denied a motion to dismiss an ADA claim made by the surviving spouse of an inmate who had committed suicide in isolation. The court found that the complaint sufficiently alleged that the inmate “was unjustifiably isolated from other prisoners on the basis of his mental illness,” citing Olmstead. The case ultimately settled.

Despite these analogous cases, few, if any, litigants have successfully invoked the disability rights statutes to challenge the solitary confinement of prisoners with mental illness. There have been several recent cases filed attempting to advance the theory that isolating mentally ill inmates constitutes disability discrimination, and the DOJ
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279. Ironically, at least one court has held that failing to separate mentally ill inmates from the general prison population constitutes a violation of the ADA. In Carty v. Farrelly, 957 F. Supp. 727 (D.V.I. 1997), the District Court of the Virgin Islands held that housing a physically disabled inmate with a group of mentally ill inmates placed the physically disabled inmate at “unnecessary and unwarranted risk of personal injury” on the basis of his disability. Id. at 741. The same court also found that “[t]he failure to house mentally ill inmates apart from the general prison population also violates the constitutional rights of both groups. . . . Confining the two populations increases the level of tension among all prisoners and endangers the well-being of the mentally ill who suffer from retaliation.” Id. at 738–39. "Carty" was decided prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Olmstead, which held that the “unjustified isolation” of the mentally ill violated the ADA. Olmstead v. L.C., 527 U.S. 581, 597 (1999). Another court has held that placing mentally ill inmates in solitary confinement for violent and self-destructive behavior does not constitute discrimination under the disability rights statutes if non-mentally ill inmates are also placed in isolation for this same behavior. See Atkins v. Cnty. of Orange, 251 F. Supp. 2d 1225, 1232 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (“With no allegation of disparate treatment, no claim for discrimination under the ADA or Rehabilitation Act lies.”).
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has also clearly interpreted the ADA as protecting prisoners who are placed in solitary confinement on the basis of their mental illness. The following Section will describe the chronology of recent case law, including pending cases.

1. The Disability Discrimination Theory Emerges: Pro Se Litigants and Anderson

Mentally ill prisoners representing themselves pro se have been claiming that isolation violates their rights under the disability rights statutes for years. However, there have been few, if any, successful cases, with most courts dismissing prisoners’ claims for failing to properly articulate the grounds for their complaints. Cases brought by advocates have also been similarly unsuccessful.

In one particularly well-documented case, the Civil Rights Clinic at the University of Denver brought a discrimination claim on behalf of Troy Anderson, a mentally ill inmate at the Colorado State Penitentiary (CSP) who had been in solitary confinement for over ten years. Anderson, who was adopted as an infant, began having suicidal thoughts at age ten—the same year he fired a gun into a waterbed. During his teenage years, he spent two years in a lockdown unit at a psychiatric hospital. His rap sheet—both in and out of prison—is long and bizarre, involving stacks of assaults, escape attempts, and multiple shoot-outs with police. He is currently serving a seventy-five year sentence.


281. See Letter from Thomas E. Perez, supra note 32, at 31–37.
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Anderson have “toss[ed] out diagnoses like confetti,” variously labeling him as having schizoaffective disorder, post-traumatic stress, several personality disorders, bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, and possible frontal lobe injuries. The complaint filed by the Civil Rights Clinic on his behalf alleged that CSP staff had denied Anderson prescribed medication, as well as “denied [him] the ability to progress out of segregation, based on behavior that is the direct result of his disability.”

In the resulting litigation, *Anderson v. Colorado*, Anderson’s attorneys, Brittany Glidden and Laura Rovner, argued that CSP’s policies and procedures were detrimental to Anderson’s mental health and that CSP was denying him access to the opportunities that would allow him to progress out of segregation. Recognizing that a “traditional approach” would have relied singularly on an Eighth Amendment challenge to Anderson’s solitary confinement, Glidden and Rovner crafted an alternative approach, arguing that the conditions of solitary confinement were not “reasonable accommodations” of Anderson’s mental illness under the ADA and Rehabilitation Act, and also violated the Eighth Amendment. They challenged each restrictive condition of isolation, but did not request his release to the general prison population. This was done in part because Anderson was afraid that, if he was placed in the general prison population without treatment, he would violently lash out at other prisoners. Glidden and Rovner challenged each denial of access individually, including the facility’s denial of Anderson’s requests for contact visits with his family, reading materials, and correspondence courses. Their strategy was to “parse ‘solitary confinement’ into its elements and remove those that were not justified by safety or another legitimate interest.”
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conceded that Anderson’s isolation was necessary for safety, they argued that denying him other “benefits” afforded the general prison population was “punitive and discriminatory” as opposed to required for safety.\(^302\)

However, the court ultimately did not reach the merits of many of the ADA and Rehabilitation Act claims.\(^303\) On those ADA and Rehabilitation Act claims that remained—challenging the denial of medication and treatment—the court held that Anderson had failed to establish violations of the disability rights statutes.\(^304\) The court reasoned that “it is not the Court’s place to second guess the judgment of health care professionals who seem both capable and sincerely committed to making [the prison’s mental illness program] work in general and for Mr. Anderson.”\(^305\) The court did find that Anderson’s Eighth Amendment rights had been violated,\(^306\) and ordered CSP to allow him access to outdoor exercise and medication.\(^307\) Although the disability rights claims were not successful in *Anderson*, the case is notable for its innovative approach.

2. *A Tipping Point: The Department of Justice’s Cresson Findings Letter*

Under Title II of the ADA, the DOJ has the authority to monitor state and federal prisons and seek relief for violations.\(^308\) In May 2013, the DOJ announced in a findings letter that the Pennsylvania State Correctional Institution at Cresson had violated Title II, Section 12132 of the ADA by placing prisoners with mental illness and mental disabilities in solitary confinement.\(^309\) The DOJ revealed in its findings letter that Cresson “Unnecessarily Segregates and Isolates Prisoners with Disabilities and Fails To Reasonably Modify its Policies and Practices,”\(^310\) and also “Fails to Properly Assess Prisoners on an Individual Basis To Determine Whether Segregation Is Appropriate Housing.”\(^311\) The DOJ did concede that it was necessary to remove some
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mentally ill prisoners from the general prison population, but concluded that Cresson had violated the ADA by denying these isolated prisoners access to treatment or other programs or services.312

The factual findings of the letter provided several case studies of discrimination. These case studies included a description of “OO,” a schizophrenic inmate with an IQ of 55 who had been disciplined with more than 3.5 years of segregation.313 The vast majority of this discipline resulted from “OO’s” failure to stand for count, although his clinical record indicates that he did not even realize he was incarcerated until after he had taken medication for several weeks.314 In another illustrative example, “PP,” a mentally disabled inmate with anxiety and antisocial personality disorder, was sentenced to thirty days of disciplinary time in segregation for attempting suicide.315 “PP” was also charged $24.12 for the towel he attempted to kill himself with.316 The letter connected Cresson’s use of solitary confinement with the increased destabilization of inmates with mental illness.317 The letter also noted that most of the attempted suicides at the facility occurred in isolation units.318

Before the results of the DOJ’s investigation were revealed, the state of Pennsylvania decided to close Cresson and transfer inmates to another facility.319 Shortly after the publication of the letter, the DOJ’s interpretation of the ADA attracted wide media attention.320 Since the release of the findings letter, the DOJ has expanded its investigation to the entire Pennsylvania Department of Corrections, finding similar
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violations of the ADA, and submitted statements of interest in two highly relevant cases: *Coleman v. Brown* in 2013, and *G.F. v. Contra Costa County* in 2014. The following Section will discuss these cases and other ongoing litigation challenging the isolation of mentally ill inmates as a violation of the disability rights statutes.

3. **Pending Litigation: Coleman, Contra Costa County, and Sardakowski**

There are at least three ongoing cases that advance the theory that placing mentally ill inmates in solitary confinement violates the disability rights statutes—*Coleman, Contra Costa County*, and *Sardakowski v. Clements*. *Coleman* has resulted in sweeping policy changes across the entire state of California, and the other two cases are currently in settlement negotiations. Although these three cases represent important advancements, there is currently little, if any, case precedent recognizing that solitary confinement for mentally ill inmates violates the disability rights statutes.

*Coleman v. Brown* is a seminal class action prisoners’ rights case that has been ongoing since 1990. The class alleged that the lack of access

---

322. *Id.* at 17–22.
to mental health care in California state prisons violated the Eighth Amendment and was awarded a permanent injunction in 1995. In 2014, nearly twenty years into the injunction, the prisoner class protested that the constitutional violations still persisted, alleging that the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) “continue[s] to vastly overuse and over-rely on segregation . . . refusing to implement straightforward, well-established measures to reduce the suffering and death of class members.”

In August 2013, the DOJ filed a statement of interest in the Coleman litigation, asking “to bring to this Court’s attention” the DOJ’s recent factual and legal findings at Cresson regarding the disability rights statutes. The class’s attorneys also cited the DOJ findings letter in their reply brief, noting the “striking parallels” between the solitary confinement practices at Cresson and throughout the entire California corrections system. In August 2014, the CDCR submitted a new and comprehensive state-wide mental health policy to the court, including proposals for new units, more out-of-cell time, and better mental health treatment. Michael Bien, one of the lead attorneys for the prisoner class, remarked that “[t]here was a different atmosphere during the negotiations with Corrections on these modifications. We felt we were listened to . . . . We felt there was an acknowledgment that the old ways were not effective, and even dangerous for the inmates.” The permanent injunction is currently still in place as the new policies are being implemented.

The same month that the DOJ filed a statement of interest in the Coleman litigation, a class of juvenile offenders with disabilities in California filed a disability rights case against Contra Costa County. In the resulting litigation, G.F. v. Contra Costa County, the class alleged that the Contra Costa County Juvenile Hall was “subjecting youth with
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disabilities to unconscionable conditions of solitary confinement based on their disability-related behavior—sometimes for weeks or months at a time—while watching them deteriorate mentally. Members of the class alleged that they were placed and kept in isolation for behaviors directly related to the manifestation of their mental illnesses, including spitting, talking to themselves, laughing inappropriately, and facial twitching. The use of solitary confinement at the Juvenile Hall resulted in hundreds of hours of missed classroom time, violating federally and state mandated access to education. As it did in the Coleman litigation, the DOJ filed a statement of interest laying out its interpretation of the ADA and specifically asking the court to deny the defendant’s motion to dismiss. As of April 2015, the case is in ongoing settlement hearings.

In 2012, the Denver Civil Rights Clinic at the University of Denver Sturm College of Law, which filed the Anderson case, filed another case against the Colorado Department of Corrections (CDOC) on behalf of mentally ill inmate James Sardakowski. The Clinic’s theory of the case was similar to the “reasonable modification” theory advanced in Anderson. Sardakowski is a diagnosed schizophrenic who has been incarcerated by the CDOC since 2006 and in solitary confinement at the Colorado State Penitentiary (CSP) since 2009. He was placed in solitary confinement after being taken off of his medication for “cheeking” (not swallowing) it and for banging his head against a wall.

Sardakowski is currently under extremely restrictive conditions of confinement at CSP. He is allowed two books that can be exchanged once a year, and can leave his cell for only one hour a day to shower and exercise in the indoor recreation room. He cannot complete the
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“leveling out” program that would place him back in general population because his “mental illness prevents him from meeting the behavior-based requirements for long periods of time.” Sardakowski’s failure to meet these requirements include repeated incidences of self-harm, such as hitting his head against the wall, biting his hands until they bleed, and attempting self-castration. When Sardakowski self-harms, staff chain him to a bed and put him in a motorcycle helmet and diaper for days at a time. In the complaint filed on behalf of Sardakowski, the Clinic alleged that this treatment violates both the Eighth Amendment as well as the disability rights statutes. Specifically, the Clinic alleged that CDOC was not providing Sardakowski with an alternative means of completing the “leveling out” program—which he must complete to be released from solitary confinement—and that this failure to make reasonable accommodations constitutes discrimination. As of April 2015 the Sardakowski case, like Contra Costa County, is in settlement proceedings.

III. TEAR DOWN THAT WALL: PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE TEST CASES

I don’t feel like I have control over my behavior. My behavior is randomly picked. If I feel upset then I act out behaviorally . . . . It’s worse in ad seg [administrative segregation], because I can’t walk away from the situation to try to think rationally. You build up a lot of stress that you can’t release . . . . In [general population] I could get to the point where I could think about my actions, but here, what do I have? I can stand at the door, then walk back to my bunk.

–James Sardakowski, the plaintiff in Sardakowski v. Clements

Although courts have been reluctant to acknowledge that the solitary
confinement of mentally ill inmates violates the disability rights statutes, a plain reading of the language of both the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act strongly indicates that these statutes provide mentally ill inmates a viable cause of action against their isolation. Mental illness qualifies as a disability under the ADA when it substantially interferes with the major life activities of communicating, concentrating, learning, sleeping, and possibly interacting with others. Inmates with disabling mental illness cannot be excluded from prison “services, programs and activities” on the basis of their disability, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination by correctional facilities. Because inmates with mental illness are often placed in solitary confinement for behavior relating to their disability—and are subsequently excluded from participation in prison services, programs, and activities while in isolation—these widespread practices violate the disability rights statutes. Even if there is a valid safety rationale for isolating a mentally ill inmate, correctional facilities must still provide benefits and services that are equal to that of the general prison population.

There are three distinct ways in which corrections facilities violate the rights of mentally ill inmates with regard to the use of solitary confinement: (1) by segregating mentally ill inmates from the general prison population through the use of solitary confinement; (2) by prolonging the isolation of inmates due to their manifesting mental deterioration and failing to provide reasonable accommodations for the “step-down” programs that would release them into the general prison population; and (3) by failing to reasonably modify the conditions of solitary confinement for those mentally ill inmates who present a safety risk, including providing them with equal benefits and services while in isolation. The following analysis will discuss each of these legal theories in turn.

A. Segregating Mentally Ill Inmates Because of Their Mental Illness Violates the Disability Rights Statutes

As recognized by the DOJ and subsequently argued by the plaintiffs
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in the Coleman and Contra Costa County litigations, corrections facilities violate the disability rights statutes when they segregate mentally ill inmates without valid safety justifications. It is usually because mentally ill inmates have difficulty with the major life activities of communicating, concentrating, and interacting with others that they end up in solitary confinement. These inmates often find it difficult to “follow straightforward routine orders to sit down, to come out of a cell, to stand up for the count, to remove clothes from cell bars, or to take showers.” As a result, mentally ill inmates are disproportionately and unjustly punished by placement in isolation.

This unjustified segregation violates Title II of the ADA, which states that “no qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or subjected to discrimination by any such entity.” Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act employs similar language. As the Supreme Court held in Yeskey, almost every aspect of prison life is a “service, program, or activity,” including “classification, housing, recreation, and medical and mental health treatment . . . for which prisoners are otherwise qualified.” Recognizing that “historically, society has tended to isolate and segregate individuals with disabilities,” Title II additionally requires that these prison services, programs, and activities be administered in
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“the most integrated setting appropriate.” Mentally ill inmates that are placed in segregation for their inability to comply with prison rules are therefore excluded in isolation by reason of their disability from services, programs, and activities available to the general prison population.

While plaintiffs filing employment discrimination claims under Title I must demonstrate causation between their disability and the allegedly discriminatory employer action, plaintiffs filing Title II claims appear to enjoy a lower causal burden in proving that their exclusion or denial of a benefit is “by reason of such disability.” In Olmstead, the State of Georgia argued that the plaintiffs were denied community placement due to lack of funding, not disability discrimination. The State further argued that there was no discrimination “because ‘discrimination’ necessarily requires uneven treatment of similarly situated individuals,’ and [the plaintiffs] had identified no comparison class, i.e., no similarly situated individuals given preferential treatment.” The Supreme Court rejected the State’s arguments, stating that “[w]e are satisfied that Congress had a more comprehensive view of the concept of discrimination advanced in the ADA.” Under Olmstead’s reasoning, discriminatory segregation does not always have to be purposeful to violate the disability discrimination statutes. The Supreme Court has further recognized that “both disparate-treatment and disparate-impact claims are cognizable under the ADA.” Because most facilities house a disproportionate number of mentally ill inmates in solitary
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confinement, this disparate impact alone may be enough to demonstrate a violation of the ADA. Future test cases should capitalize on this advantage by bringing ADA claims to challenge the unjustified segregation of mentally ill inmates.

B. Prolonging Inmates’ Isolation Due to Their Mental Deterioration is Also Discrimination Under the Disability Rights Statutes

There was only one catch and that was Catch-22 . . . . Orr would be crazy to fly more missions and sane if he didn’t, but if he was sane, he had to fly them. If he flew them, he was crazy and didn’t have to; but if he didn’t want to he was sane and had to. 383

—A description of the infamously paradoxical rule from Catch-22 by Joseph Heller

Sam Mandez was not placed in solitary confinement because of his mental illness. In fact, Mandez was, by all accounts, mentally healthy before his placement in isolation. However, CSP continued to prolong Mandez’s solitary sentence indefinitely because he developed severe mental illness while in solitary confinement, which caused him to act out and self-harm. Mandez was even disciplined for a suicide attempt, which the prison claimed was “abusing medical treatment.” 387 This is despite the fact that an evaluating psychiatrist determined that Mandez’s indefinite isolation was contributing to his mental decomposition and that he was unlikely to improve in solitary confinement. Mandez’s isolation-induced mental illness thwarted his ability to conform his behavior to the program requirements that would have allowed him to work his way out of solitary confinement.
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The ADA and Rehabilitation Act both offer protections as soon as a disabling mental illness manifests, regardless of whether an inmate has no history of or predisposition to mental illness. As previously discussed, solitary confinement has been shown to foster mental illness in mentally healthy inmates—like Sam Mandez—and to exacerbate existing mental illness. Regardless of when their illness began, inmates with mental illness severe enough to interfere with their ability to communicate, concentrate, learn, sleep, or perform “major life activities” qualify as “disabled” under the definitions of the disability rights statues. When prisons extend inmates’ solitary sentences because of their manifesting mental illness, these prisons are in clear violation of Title II of the ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.

As documented in Mandez’s case and in the Anderson and Sardakowski litigations, many prisons refuse to allow an inmate to “graduate” from solitary confinement “step-down” programs solely due to the manifestations of their illnesses. Manifestations that are deemed worthy of punishment include attempts at self-harm or suicide, as well as “complaining to staff,” and “bad attitude[s] at count.”

390. The disability rights statutes are largely silent with regard to time requirements for qualifying disabilities, implying that protections are triggered at the moment of manifestation. See 42 U.S.C. § 12102 (2012); 28 C.F.R. § 35.104 (2014). As previously explained, disability has three definitions under the ADA: (1) “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities,” (2) “a record of such impairment,” or (3) “being regarded as having such an impairment.” 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1). The statutes are silent as to duration requirements as to the first two definitions. However, individuals who are “regarded as” having a disability (whether that disability is “actual or perceived”) only qualify for protection under the ADA if the actual or perceived disability is not “transitory and minor.” Transitory disabilities are defined as having “an actual or expected duration of 6 months or less.” 42 U.S.C. § 12102(3)(B). Despite this caveat, most of the inmates in solitary confinement are truly mentally ill and therefore qualify for protection under 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1)A (defining disability as “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities of such individual.”).

391. See supra Part I.B.

392. ADA Amendments Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-325, sec. 4(a), § (3)(1)(A), 122 Stat. 3553, 3555; see also supra Part IL.A, which discusses the elements of a successful ADA claim against a jail or prison.

393. See, e.g., METCALF ET AL., supra note 25, at 18; Sardakowski Complaint, supra note 280; Anderson Complaint, supra note 284, at 4; Cohen, supra note 2.


395. See Anderson Complaint, supra note 284, at 27 (“According to Mr. Anderson’s Class Review he has received negative chron[s], and is being retained in administrative segregation, for
facilities are required to make “reasonable modifications in policies, practices, or procedures” to avoid discriminating on the basis of disability.\textsuperscript{396} Prisons therefore arguably fail to make “reasonable modifications” to these punishment schemes when they make it impossible for mentally ill inmates to “earn” their way out of solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{397} As a result, these punishment schemes become cyclical for many mentally ill inmates and a violation of the disability rights statutes.

C. Failure to Provide Mentally Ill Inmates in Isolation Access to Equal Aids, Benefits, and Services Violates the Disability Rights Statutes

As exemplified in the Anderson case, sometimes there are valid safety reasons to isolate mentally ill prisoners from the general prison population.\textsuperscript{398} Anderson himself “believed there was a legitimate reason” for keeping him in solitary confinement, including the risk that he would “act out impulsively and violently.”\textsuperscript{399} There are two safety exceptions enumerated in the ADA regulations.\textsuperscript{400} The first states that prisons “may impose legitimate safety requirements necessary for the safe operation of its services, programs, or activities.”\textsuperscript{401} The second states that prisons are not required “to permit an individual to participate in or benefit from the services, programs, or activities of that public entity when that individual poses a direct threat to the health or safety of others.”\textsuperscript{402} However, correctional facilities must perform an individualized assessment applying the Arline factors to substantiate a claim of a direct threat, determining the exact nature, duration, severity, and probability of harm.\textsuperscript{403} Facilities also assess whether reasonable
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modifications will “mitigate the risk” of injury.404

Even if reasonable modifications cannot mitigate the risk of an inmate in the general population, prisons must still provide mentally ill inmates who are isolated for safety reasons access to aids, benefits, and services that are the same or “equal to that afforded” prisoners in the general population.405 For example, in the Anderson litigation, Anderson’s attorneys argued that the denial of specific services—including books, education, and outdoor exercise—served no safety purpose and was therefore discriminatory.406 They theorized that this would shift the burden of an affirmative defense to the prison to demonstrate that providing these services to isolated inmates would be a “fundamental alteration” of the prison’s service, program, or activity.407 This would then “force[,] an articulation of the reason for the particular condition.”408 This piecemeal approach could ultimately remove many of the punitive aspects of isolation that are so detrimental to the mental health of inmates.409

The American Bar Association (ABA) has made recommendations that could potentially satisfy the ADA’s requirement that prisons provide isolated, mentally ill inmates with equal access to aids, benefits, and services.410 These recommendations include in-cell programming, more out-of-cell time, face-to-face interaction with staff, and access to phone calls and reading material.411 Mississippi, in particular, has found excellent success with removing mentally ill inmates from super-maximum isolation in the Mississippi State Penitentiary at Parchman and placing these inmates in mental health step-down units.412
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units accept those inmates with the “greatest impairment in functioning,” as well as those who repeatedly self-harm.\textsuperscript{413} This particular step-down program focuses on treatment, providing group treatment from highly trained staff and peer-facilitated programming.\textsuperscript{414} The program has been overwhelmingly successful, resulting in a seventy percent drop in serious incidences between prisoners, as well as between staff and prisoners.\textsuperscript{415} Even though these prisoners may have initially required isolation for safety purposes, the ABA and Mississippi approaches refocus the conditions of isolation and the purposes of step-down programs on rehabilitation as opposed to punishment, thus bringing solitary confinement conditions into compliance with the ADA. Future test cases challenging the lack of aids, benefits, and services for mentally ill inmates in solitary confinement may be able to draw on these examples when considering alternatives to complete isolation.

CONCLUSION

At the writing of this Comment, the tide is slowly beginning to turn against the widespread use of solitary confinement in our nation’s prisons. In addition to the DOJ’s efforts and nascent ADA litigation, state prisons and legislatures are beginning to examine the practical sustainability of solitary confinement. In February 2014, the new head of the Colorado Department of Corrections spent a night in solitary confinement at a Colorado state penitentiary and described it as “a dumping ground for the mentally ill.”\textsuperscript{416} Under his watch, the Department has vowed to remove all inmates with “major” mental illness from administrative segregation.\textsuperscript{417} New York State has instituted reforms on the use of solitary confinement, including setting a cap on the time inmates can spend in isolation and diverting mentally ill inmates from solitary to mental health services.\textsuperscript{418} Maine and Mississippi have also reduced their use of solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{419} In Texas, the prison guard union has taken it upon itself to advocate for an end to solitary
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However, the solitary confinement of the mentally ill is still widespread and much work remains to be done to reform its use. This Comment has provided an overview of solitary confinement, the psychological impact of isolation, and the issues presented by a typical constitutional challenge to solitary confinement conditions under the Eighth Amendment. It has also argued that the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act currently provide additional, and in some respects, stronger protections than the Constitution for mentally ill inmates in solitary confinement. Lastly, it has demonstrated that these protections extend in three distinct situations: when inmates are segregated because of their mental illness; when their isolation is prolonged on the basis of mental illness; and when correctional facilities fail to provide isolated, mentally ill inmates equal access to aids, benefits, or services provided to the general prison population. Recognizing that these common prison practices constitute discrimination under the disability rights statutes will provide a much-needed remedy for mentally ill inmates who continue to languish in our nation’s solitary confinement cells.